EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF LANGUAGE Framework

Briefly

our AIMS

emphasising the central position of language in education

bringing together educational and linguistic sciences

fostering language-oriented international and interdisciplinary cooperation

researching the man-language-reality relationship across cultures and disciplines

4 WAYS (PILLARS)

Do JOIN US if your interests combine language and pedagogy.

We welcome theoreticians & practitioners, university academics & school teachers, sociolinguists & psycholinguists, first language educators & L2/FL trainers, qualitative researchers & quantitative analysts, and others.

We strive to fulfil our aims through the following four initiatives:

ERL CONFERENCES  ERL NETWORK  ERL ASSOCIATION  ERL JOURNAL

annual event (in June)  smaller projects  bigger projects  ISSN 2657-9774

AREAS (SCOPE)

Our – scientific and didactic – activity is focused on the following twofold realm:

MORE ABOUT ERL Conferences and Network at: http://educationalroleoflanguage.ug.edu.pl/

More about ERL Association and Journal at: http://educationalroleoflanguage.org/

If interested, let us know at: educationalroleoflanguage@gmail.com